
KAXTCA

Quarterly Programming Reports Every three months, each broadcast radio and television station
licensee must prepare and place in its station public file a list of programs containing its most
significant treatment of community issues during the preceding three months ("issues/programs
lists"). The list must briefly describe both the issue and the programming during which the issue was
discussed, including the date and time that each such program was aired and its title and duration. The
licensee must keep these lists in the file until the next grant of the' station renewal application has
become final. Television stations will be required to file a Standardized Television Disclosure form
instead of these lists once that form is approved and made available. The form, which will also be
filed quarterly, will require commercial and noncommercial educational television broadcasters to
provide detailed information on the efforts of their station to provide programming responsive to
issues facing their communities in a standardized format.
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Quarterly Programming Reports Every three months, each broadcast radio and television station
licensee must prepare and place in its station public file a list of programs containing its most
significant treatment of community issues during the preceding three months ("issues/programs
lists"). The list must briefly describe both the issue and the programming during which the issue was
discussed, including the date and time that each such program was aired and its title and duration. The
licensee must keep these lists in the file until the next grant of the- station renewal application has
become final. Television stations will be required to file a Standardized Television Disclosure Form
instead of these lists once that form is approved and made available. The form, which will also be
filed quarterly, will require commercial and noncommercial educational television broadcasters to
provide detailed information on the efforts of their station to provide programming responsive to
issues facing their communities in a standardized format.
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Quarterly Programming Reports Every three months, each broadcast radio and television station
licensee must prepare and place in its station, public file a list of programs containing its most
significant treatment of community issues during the preceding three months ("issues/programs
lists"). The list must brieflydescribe both the issue and the programming during which the issue was
discussed, including the date and time that each such program was aired and its title and duration. The
licensee must keep these lists in the file until the next grant of the' station renewal application has
become final. Television stations will be required to file a Standardized Television Disclosure Form
instead of these lists once that form is approved and made available. The form, which will also be
filed quarterly, will require commercial and noncommercial educational television broadcasters to
provide detailed information on the efforts of their station to provide progranuning responsive to
issues facing their communities in a standardized format.
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Bay Area Lifestyle Program Description:

"Bay Area Lifestyle" is a variety show broadcasts to the majority ~fNorthem C;lifornia
audiences. This show provides professional and reliable sources to our viewers.

TVHS serves more than 500,000 Chinese audiences in SF Bay Area. We realized that
the majority of our community is first generation immigration families. This community
is not familiar with mainstream American culture. "Bay Area Lifestyles" not only helps
audiences to adjust to American mainstream but also increases their choices. These
audiences have great consumption potential. The purpose of the show is to help expand
living circles of the audiences and assimilate into American culture. At the same time, it
also helps audiences to have better communication with the next generation and increase
interaction and amusement in families.

"Bay Area Lifestyles" broadcasts every onda and Tuesday at 8pm on TVHS 1.9.
There are three segments in one episode. Each :episode is 8 minutes an 1 provides useful
content including everything you will face in America such as living, eating, clothing,
education and entertainment Because of this resource, audiences can make cultural
appropriate decisions. This shows will portrayal in an interview and discussion way. The
content of this show is reliable because we invite different field experts to console your
problems and difficulties and at the same time also share about their experiences and
professions
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How does Bay Area Lifestyle program belp ~be community:
"

Majority ofTVHS' viewers in the Chinese-Speaking community are first generation
immigrants. This community is not familiar with the American culture. "Bay Area
Lifestyles" helps this community to quickly adjust into the American culture and also
increases their awareness of various. opportunities, services and resources available to
them. The purpose of this program is to help the immigrants in the Chinese community
to expand their horizons and to be more accustomed into the American culture. The show
simultaneously helps audiences to have better communication with the next generation
and increase interactions within families.


